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Deborah Faltis is presently pursuing a master's degree in social! 
cultural anthropology at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona .  
Her  interests in language and culture have preceded her  formal 
studies in anthropology however. She has lived and traveled through­
out several Latin American countries including Mexico, Colombia, 
Honduras, and Guatemala. In addition, she has taught in the public 
school setting with children and adolescents from various countries 
who are placed in English as a Second Language (ESL) programs. 
David L .  Hood is  an Assistant Professor of political science at 
Montana State University - Billings . His areas include ethnic politics, 
constitutional law, and judicial administration. The focus of his most 
recent research has been the application of the Washington Sentenc­
ing Reform Act. 
Karen B. Leonard is  the in Department of Anthropology at the 
University of California, Irvine.  She has published on the social 
history and anthropology of India and on Asian Americans in 
California.  Her areas of interest focus on caste and ethnicity, and 
family and life history. Her first book, Social History of an Indian Caste, 
posited that Kayasth kin groups adapted themselves to the changing 
opportunity structure from the eighteenth century to the 1 960s. Her 
latest book, Making Ethnic Choices: California 's Punjabi Mexican Ameri­
cans, looked at the Punj abi immigrants to rural California in the early 
20th century, especially families formed by marriage with Hispanic 
women. 
Ruey-Lin Lin is  Professor of sociology and Chairperson of the 
Sociology/Political Science/Native American Department at Mon­
tana State University - Billings . His areas include criminology, 
juvenile delinquency, and law and SOCiety. He has presented/ 
published numerous works on Native American social problems.  
Theresa A.  Martinez is  currently an Assistant Professor at the 
University of Utah in Salt Lake City, Utah. Her scholarly interests 
include issues in race, class and gender, the sociology of culture, and 
the sociology of deviant behavior. A recent article entitled, " Embrac­
ing the Outlaw: Deviance at the Intersection of Race, Class and 
Gender, " will appear in the November issue of the Utah Law Review. 
Explorations in Ethnic Studies 
Suzanne T. Ortega is an Associate Professor of sociology at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln . Her research focuses on the effects 
of social class and race/ethnicity on health, mental health, and aging. 
She has recently completed a federally-funded study of economic 
decline and rural mental health and is currently conducting a state­
wide assessment of substance and alcohol abuse treatment needs . 
John Shafer is a doctoral candidate in sociology at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln.  His research contrasts dominant paradigms of 
alcoholism with Native American perceptions of the causes of alco­
hol abuse, with an emphasis on the implications of those differences 
for the development of more effective interventions and treatment. 
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